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ABSTRACT 

Poor shelf of whole baby leaf lettuce results in significant post-harvest losses, which impact 
the economic value and sustainability of production – up to 45% of fruit and vegetable 
production may be lost in this way, but at the same time, post-harvest quality and shelf life 
is not a priority for big seed houses and breeding programs. Thus, bespoke research is 
required from academia and commodities. Alongside this, consumers are becoming 
increasingly aware of the importance of good nutrition in promoting health. In this project, 
we aim to increase the post-harvest quality of whole, baby leaf lettuce through genetic 
improvement. By characterizing the variation in post-harvest quality traits, including shelf 
life and nutritional quality, we use tools such as quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping and 
genome wide association studies (GWAS) to link phenotype to genotype, to elucidate the 
genetic architecture of these traits which will inform marker-assisted breeding programs. 
During the second year of this project, we have worked to generate a unified genetic map to 
enable the comparison of QTL mapping data from multiple trials on the core lettuce 
recombinant inbred line (RIL) population. We have undertaken two field trials utilizing the 
GWAS population in collaboration with Ivan Simko, USDA, to characterize this population 
for whole baby leaf post-harvest traits. Comparing these approaches, we have identified key 
regions of the lettuce genome associated with shelf life in multiple trials, which will be mined 
for gene targets and functionally explored. Genome editing of previously identified 
candidates for shelf life, a cell wall modifying gene, we have developed three lines with 
stable mutations, two of which demonstrate promising increases in shelf life in greenhouse 
trials and are being bulked for future field trials. 

OBJECTIVES 

 

1. To deliver a refined set of candidate genes that underpin QTL for shelf life and 
nutritional quality, following mining of the lettuce genome and analysis of our 
extensive data-sets. 

2. To fine map these candidate genes - QTL associations using an association genetics 
approach already underway in the Michelmore Laboratory with a wide population and 
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undertaking GBS (genotyping by sequencing) and association analysis to confirm trait-
gene associations. 

3. To use all biotechnological tools available but likely to be CRISPR-Cas, to provide 
proof of concept for the functionality of the selected target genes, including gene 
stacking. 

4. Long-term objective: To develop robust markers, made available to screen large pools 
of germplasm for future molecular breeding. 

PROCEDURES 

Objective 1 

Since 2003, the Taylor laboratory has conducted trials on the core recombinant inbred line 
mapping population, developed by the Michelmore laboratory 1, to identify regions of the 
genome associated with quantitative traits of interest; quantitative trait loci (QTL). This is a 
population of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) developed from a cross between the Salinas 
cultivar and the expected wild progenitor of lettuce, Lactuca serriola, hereby referred to as 
the SxS RIL population. We have conducted multiple trials utilizing this population, on 
commercial lettuce farms in Europe and, most recently, on experimental farms in Davis, 
California (summarized in Table 1).  

 

Table 1 Summary of data-sets collected using the SxS RIL population 

Location Year Traits measured 

Alresford, United 
Kingdom 

2003 Shelf life, cell wall strength, leaf physiology, leaf morphology  

Azenha do Mar, 
Portugal 

2003 Shelf life, cell wall strength, leaf physiology, leaf morphology 

Greenhouse, 
United Kingdom 

2004 Cell wall strength, pigment analyses 

Greenhouse, 
United Kingdom 

2006 Cell wall strength, nutritional quality, pigment analyses  

Azenha do Mar, 
Portugal 

2009 Nutritional quality, pigment analyses 

Greenhouse, 
United Kingdom 

2012 Leaf physiology 

Davis, California 2018 Shelf life, cell wall strength, leaf physiology, leaf morphology, 
pigment analyses, nutritional quality 

* details of trait measurement can be found in the Appendix A. 

 

Integrating the data from these studies requires a unified genetic map. In recent years, the 
availability of low-cost, high-throughput genotyping methods has enabled the detection of 
vast numbers of molecular markers, which can be utilized to generate dense genetic maps for 
QTL analyses. One such method, genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), was utilized to sequence 
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the SxS RIL population, for the development of a consensus, high-density genetic map2. GBS 
library preparation and sequencing were performed as described in ref. 3. The GBS data was 
aligned to the L. sativa reference genome (V8), and SNPs were called using the TASSEL 3.0 
GBS pipeline 3, identifying ~23,500 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) markers. These 
SNPs were filtered to remove SNPs with >10% missing data and those with significant 
segregation distortion using the r/qtl package 4. Redundant SNPs were eliminated using the 
BIN function in QTL IciMapping 5. A dense genetic linkage map was constructed from the 
remaining SNPs using the regression algorithm and Kosambi mapping function in Joinmap 
4.0 (Kyazma, Netherlands).  

Utilizing this linkage map, QTL were plotted for all data-sets, including the most recent trial 
conducted in Davis, California. QTL analysis was implemented in QTL Cartographer 2.5 
(North Carolina State University, NC, USA) using composite interval mapping on averaged 
RIL phenotype data. Ten markers were selected to control for background genetic variation 
by forwards stepwise regression with backwards elimination and incorporated into the 
statistical model as cofactors. A window size of 10 cM flanking the test site was applied and 
the interval between test sites was 1 cM. The logarithm of odds (LOD) threshold for QTL 
significance at α = 0.05 was determined for each trait by permutation with 1000 iterations.  

 

Objective 2 

Following the success of our first trials on-farm and under glass in Davis in Spring 2019, 
utilizing the diversity panel collection developed by the lab of Ivan Simko, we repeated trials 
in Salinas in Fall 2019. This panel, developed for association genetics studies, is comprised 
of 493 accessions, including breed lines and cultivars, with the majority being romaine leaf 
type. This population has previously been assessed by Dr. Simko for cut leaf quality traits, 
and our aim is to investigate this panel for whole baby leaf post-harvest quality.  

The population was planted on-farm in Davis, California, in April-May 2019, in a three 
block, fully randomized design in 5 ft. by 166 ft beds. Each block consisted of 493 lines, 
planted in a square of four replicates, which were randomized through the bed, with 24 
additional replicates (six squares of four plants) of L. sativa and L. serriola (the parents of the 
core RIL mapping population, for reference), totaling 6036 experimental plants. Each block 
was surrounded by a row of romaine border plants (cultivar Parris Island), and seeds were 
sown and irrigated in 200 cell flats before transplanting to the field at two weeks. Plants were 
irrigated three times daily (approx. 30-minute duration) using sprinklers for the first 24 hours, 
after which irrigation was changed to four times daily (approx. 20-minute duration) using 
micro-sprinklers until harvest. Plant biomass was harvested after three weeks of field growth. 
Traits measured were as described in Table S1 with minor modifications. Shelf life 
assessment was modified to include a “days to first sign of damage” measurement as well as 
an “end of shelf life” measurement. For the “days to first sign of damage” measurement, 
leaves were checked daily for the first sight of any damage (including spotting, browning, 
pinking, or yellowing) and recorded as the number of days since harvest date. For the “end of 
shelf life” measurement, bags were assessed for days until severe damage (i.e., approx. 50% 
leaf damage). The Salinas trial, planted in September-October 2019, had an identical field 
plan. Due to an unseasonably hot day on the day of transplanting leading to poor 
establishment, biomass was harvested for end of shelf life measurement only, on a subset of 
268 accessions. 

Phenotypic data was investigated in a genome wide association study (GWAS). The diversity 
panel accessions were genotyped using tunable Genotyping by Sequencing technology, as 
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described in Kandel et al. 6, yielding 50,325 polymorphic sites. These sites were filtered to 
remove any with >10% missing data, >10% heterozygosity, and a minor allele frequency of 
<0.05. The resultant 4,966 SNPs were utilized to determine the population structure using 
STRUCTURE7 using an admixture model, with a burn-in period of 100,000 and 100,000 
Markov chain Monte Carlo repetitions. The optimal sub-population structure (K) was 
determined by the Evanno method, implemented in STRUCTURE HARVESTER8. A 
generalized linear model (GLM) was run using the software TASSEL (v5)9, correcting for 
population structure by incorporation of sub-population coefficients (Q) calculated in 
STRUCTURE. Significant marker-trait associations (SMTAs) were identified after 
permutated P value correction (100 permutations), and Manhattan plots were drawn in 
TASSEL.  

 

Objective 3 

We previously generated gene knockout lettuce lines in which the genome had been edited 
using CRISPR/Cas9 technology, in collaboration with the Richard Michelmore laboratory. In 
these edited lines, genes encoding cell wall modifying enzymes, xyloglucan 
endotransglucosylase/hydrolases (XTHs) were targeted, which function in modifying, 
through extending and shortening, xyloglucan tethers between cellulose microfibrils in the 
cell wall (Figure 1A). This extension of these xyloglucan chains leads to cell expansion, 
modifying cell wall strength, and plastic and elastic properties. The six XTH genes targeted 
were found within QTL for shelf life on chromosomes 4 and 8 in previous candidate gene 
mining studies (Figure 1B-C).  

A combination of PCR and gel electrophoresis, Sanger sequencing, and next-generation 
amplicon were used to screen genome-edited lettuce lines for mutations in the targeted XTH 
genes, as described by Bertier et al. 10. Twenty replicates of three lines with confirmed 
mutations were grown in the greenhouse trial in a randomized block design trial in October-
November 2019. One line which had undergone the transformation process but demonstrated 
no genetic mutation was used as a negative control, and all lines were compared against the 
untransformed wild type, cultivar Salinas. Seeds were sown in 1-gallon pots filled with PRO-
MIX HP (www.pthorticulture.com), maintained under 16 hour day length (supplemental 
artificial light was given when necessary). Seedlings were watered by hand from above with 
a misting nozzle twice daily for one week until emergence and then by drip irrigation three 
times daily (approximate flow rate of 33 mL each watering). Plants were harvested after 35 
days growth and measured for shelf life, leaf area, epidermal cell area, and cell wall strength 
(maximum load).  
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Figure 1 Targeting XTH genes using genome editing. A cartoon depicting XTH gene activity 
in the cell wall, developed by Tenhaken11 (A). The six XTH genes targeted for gene knockout 
on chromosomes 4 (B) and 8 (C) are shown.  
 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Objective 1 

In order to compare our extensive trait data for the SxS core RIL mapping population, we 
developed a unified genetic map from GBS data. The final genetic map was comprised of 
1,099 genetic markers, spanning 1,414 cM, and distributed over ten linkage groups (Table 2). 
Due to a region of high segregation distortion on chromosome 3, which has been previously 
noted by Truco et al.1, this linkage group did not coalesce and was split into two segments 
labeled as 3a and 3b, which were 62 and 33 cM in length, respectively. The maximum marker 
interval was 16.9 cM with an average spacing of 1.3 cM across all LGs. 

Utilizing this genetic map, ~300 QTL were identified for shelf life, leaf physiology, 
morphology and biophysics, and nutritional quality and pigment traits. Of particular interest 
for further investigation is a genomic region on chromosome 6, in which QTL for shelf life 
measured in two trials (UK 2003 and Davis 2018) mapped to the same location (Figure 2). 
Further work to mine this and other interesting regions for candidate genes will be completed 
using bioinformatic tools, to complete a refined list of candidate genes to feed into objective 
3. 
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Table 2 Summary of the genetic linkage map for the SxS RIL population generated from 
GBS. 
Linkage group # markers Length (cM) Average inter-marker distance 

1 109 141.85 1.31 

2 115 144.44 1.27 

3a 62 94.57 1.55 

3b 33 35.69 1.12 

4 194 220.91 1.14 

5 169 203.52 1.21 

6 96 121.60 1.28 

7 97 133.25 1.39 

8 124 181.66 1.48 

9 100 137.21 1.39 

 

 
Figure 2 QTL analyses reveals region on chromosome 6 where shelf life co-locates in two 
diverse environments. The bar represents chromosome 6, with dashed lines indicating 
molecular marker position. Boxes to the right of the bar indicate QTL, with color 
representing the trial and key shown below. Abbreviations: SL; Shelf life, ML; Maximum 
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load (leaves 2-5), E; Elasticity (leaves 2-5), P; Plasticity (leaves 2-5), LA; Leaf area, OSM; 
Cell sap osmolarity, AO; Antioxidant, Phen; Total phenolics, DCTA(1-2); Chicoric acid 
derivative, CQA(1-3); Caffeoylquinic acid derivative, CTA(1-3); Caffeoyl tartaric acid 
derivative, Q-3MG; Quercetin derivative, Q-3G; Quercetin derivative, CCI1; Chlorophyll 
content measured by meter, CHLtotal; Total chlorophyll measured by lab assay, CHLa; 
Chlorophyll a measured by lab assay, CHLb; Chlorophyll b measured by lab assay, CAR; 
Carotenoids measured by lab assay 

 

Objective 2 

The GWAS population developed by Ivan Simko’s lab at the USDA was grown in two field 
trials during Spring 2019 in Davis, CA, and Fall 2019 in Salinas, CA. The number of days to 
end of shelf life was longer in the Davis trial, averaging at 12 days post-harvest and ranging 
from 4-26 days (Figure 3A). The first signs of damage were observed on average on day 3 
post-harvest, however, this ranged from 2-14 days (Figure 3B). In the Salinas trial, shelf life 
ranged from 5-19 days and averaged 10 days (Figure 3G).  

Average yield per plant, measured as above-ground biomass, ranged from 1.5-44.5 g and 
averaged at 11g per plant. A range of pigment content was observed in the diversity panel in 
the Davis trial, which is comprised of predominantly green romaine leaf types (Figure 3D-G). 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NVDI), a measurement of vegetation’s spectral 
reflectance and an indicator of photosynthetically active biomass, ranged from 0.5-0.8 and 
averaging at 0.7 (Figure 3D). Values between 0.6-1 are generally expected to represent a very 
healthy plant and 0.3-6 a moderately healthy plant. Total chlorophyll, carotenoid, and 
anthocyanin indexes were also observed to vary in this population (Figure 3E-G).  

For the Davis trial, 54 significant marker-trait associations (SMTAs) were identified for the 
two shelf life measures: days until the first observation of damage (D2D) and days until the 
end of shelf life (SL; Table 3). These SNPs were located on chromosomes 1, 3-9 with marker 
R2 values ranging from 5-14%. Three SMTAs for days to D2D located on chromosome 5 
between 71.4-72.1 Mb were within 3.8 Mb of a SNP identified as significantly associated 
with shelf life in fresh-cut leaves identified by Kandel et al. 6 using the same population 
(Table 3). Two SNPs for shelf life located at 250.5 and 250.6 Mb on chromosome 5 were 
within 0.6 Mb of the approximate location of a QTL for shelf life identified in linkage 
mapping investigations and a SNP for D2D on chromosome 6 was identified within 6 Mb of 
a QTL hotspot for shelf life previously identified (Table 3).  

For the Salinas trial, only 1 SMTA was identified for shelf life after P value correction at the 
significance threshold of P<0.05, located on chromosome 8 with an R2 value of 9% (Table 3).  
Two additional SNPs located on chromosome 4, with corrected P values of P=0.067 and 
P=0.076 are also considered of interest, as they were in close range of SMTAs for shelf life 
identified in other trials (Table 4). A SNP at 186.4 Mb associated with shelf life in the Salinas 
2019 trial was within 1 Mb of a SNP significantly associated with both shelf life and days to 
first site of damage in the Davis 2019 trial. A second SNP at 280.7 Mb was within 3 Mb of a 
region on chromosome 4, which has previously been associated with the shelf life of fresh-
cut lettuce by Kandel et al. 6 (Table 4).  

These results indicate that whilst there may be some overlap in the genetic regulation of 
shelf life of fresh-cut and whole baby leaves, these processes are ultimately distinct. Future 
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work will further investigate the six genomic regions of interest (Table 4) in order to identify 
candidate genes underlying shelf life. These genes will be functionally investigated using our 
previously established gene editing pipeline. 

 

 

Figure 3 Frequency distributions of traits measured in the Davis and Salinas 2019 trials for 
the GWAs population supplied by Simo for collaboration.  

 
Table 3 Significant marker-trait associations identified in the Davis and Salinas 2019 trials – 
SIMKO population 

Trial Trait Marker Chra Position (bp)b P value 
P value 
(corrected)c R2 (%)d 

Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_1-45778433 1 45,778,433.00 3.70E-07 0.013 5.9 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_1-45778478 1 45,778,478.00 2.00E-06 0.04 5.167 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_3-109483754 3 109,483,754.00 1.26E-07 0.009 6.242 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_3-109483758 3 109,483,758.00 1.26E-07 0.009 6.242 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_3-251843638 3 251,843,638.00 6.60E-07 0.018 6.021 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_4-187315375 4 187,315,375.00 2.00E-08 0.005 7.661 
Davis 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_4-187315375 4 187,315,375.00 5.37E-07 0.016 6.373 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_4-299618830 4 299,618,830.00 1.47E-06 0.028 5.455 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-71437338 5 71,437,338.00 4.25E-07 0.013 5.769 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-71851191 5 71,851,191.00 9.26E-07 0.02 5.749 
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Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-72074087 5 72,074,087.00 1.13E-09 0.002 8.142 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-79676849 5 79,676,849.00 2.28E-06 0.045 5.417 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-80705203 5 80,705,203.00 3.14E-06 0.05 5.029 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-80705220 5 80,705,220.00 3.26E-14 0.001 11.9 
Davis 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-80705220 5 80,705,220.00 4.40E-09 0.004 7.703 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-202843226 5 202,843,226.00 2.76E-12 0.001 10.23 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-202843235 5 202,843,235.00 6.23E-12 0.001 9.91 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-225236991 5 225,236,991.00 6.94E-07 0.018 5.571 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-227977051 5 227,977,051.00 6.58E-11 0.002 9.843 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-227977100 5 227,977,100.00 4.15E-14 0.001 12.64 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-227977118 5 227,977,118.00 3.72E-14 0.001 12.66 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-227977123 5 227,977,123.00 3.72E-14 0.001 12.66 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-227977132 5 227,977,132.00 3.72E-14 0.001 12.66 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-228248616 5 228,248,616.00 6.25E-10 0.002 8.198 
Davis 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-250483181 5 250,483,181.00 1.31E-06 0.026 5.406 
Davis 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-250563027 5 250,563,027.00 1.49E-06 0.03 5.444 
Davis 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_5-280917804 5 280,917,804.00 3.03E-06 0.05 5.174 
Davis 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_6-71540323 6 71,540,323.00 3.06E-06 0.05 5.172 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_6-151116315 6 151,116,315.00 6.24E-09 0.004 7.369 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_6-190629843 6 190,629,843.00 1.31E-06 0.026 5.369 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_7-187707340 7 187,707,340.00 2.92E-17 0.001 14.32 
Davis 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_8-105876585 8 105,876,585.00 6.45E-07 0.018 5.858 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_8-308098995 8 308,098,995.00 1.57E-07 0.009 5.696 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-88818459 9 88,818,459.00 6.56E-07 0.018 5.815 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-88818480 9 88,818,480.00 1.06E-06 0.022 5.656 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-88818506 9 88,818,506.00 9.45E-07 0.02 5.585 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-88818532 9 88,818,532.00 9.45E-07 0.02 5.585 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-88818540 9 88,818,540.00 9.45E-07 0.02 5.585 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-95311152 9 95,311,152.00 6.12E-07 0.017 6.012 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-95311275 9 95,311,275.00 9.88E-07 0.02 5.788 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-144734499 9 144,734,499.00 9.85E-09 0.005 7.353 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151541081 9 151,541,081.00 1.69E-09 0.003 8.332 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151782408 9 151,782,408.00 2.99E-10 0.002 8.984 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151782412 9 151,782,412.00 1.04E-09 0.002 8.472 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151782422 9 151,782,422.00 2.55E-10 0.002 9.097 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151782423 9 151,782,423.00 8.92E-10 0.002 8.58 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151782488 9 151,782,488.00 9.53E-10 0.002 8.773 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151911292 9 151,911,292.00 1.05E-08 0.005 7.631 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151974194 9 151,974,194.00 9.03E-10 0.002 8.133 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151974224 9 151,974,224.00 9.53E-10 0.002 8.093 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151974228 9 151,974,228.00 9.53E-10 0.002 8.093 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151974232 9 151,974,232.00 7.03E-10 0.002 8.207 
Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151974797 9 151,974,797.00 5.69E-09 0.004 7.888 
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Davis 2019 D2D Lsat_1_v8_lg_9-151974843 9 151,974,843.00 1.09E-08 0.005 7.631 
                
Salinas 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_4-186398132 4 186,398,132.00 7.09E-06 0.067 7.737 
Salinas 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_4-280682221 4 280,682,221.00 8.95E-06 0.076 8.154 
Salinas 2019 SL Lsat_1_v8_lg_8-267450924 8 267,450,924.00 2.32E-06 0.027 9.058 

a Chromosome number 
b Position in bp based on the v8 version of the reference genome assembly 12 
c P value corrected by permutation in TASSEL 
d Marker R2 representing the % of the phenotypic variation explained by the marker 
 
 
 
Table 4 Summary of overlapping regions of interest for shelf life traits from linkage and 
association mapping studies. Blue font indicates SMTAs identified in analyses of fresh-cut 
leaves. Orange font indicates approximate locations of QTL identified in linkage mapping 
studies (see Objective 1). 
 
Population Trial Trait Chr Position (Mb) 
USDA GWAS Salinas Fall 2019 Shelf life 4 186.4 
USDA GWAS Davis Spring 2019 Shelf life 4 187.3 
USDA GWAS Davis Spring 2019 Days to damaged 4 187.3 
          
USDA GWAS Salinas Fall 2019 Shelf life 4 280.7 
USDA GWAS Kandel (2020) Shelf life (Spe16) Shelf life 4 283.5 
USDA GWAS Kandel (2020) Shelf life (Mar17) Shelf life 4 283.5 
USDA GWAS Kandel (2020) Shelf life (Gon19) Shelf life 4 283.5 
          
USDA GWAS Kandel (2020) Shelf life (Spe16) Shelf life 5 67.6 
USDA GWAS Davis Spring 2019 Days to damaged 5 71.4-72.1 
          
SxS RILs Portugal 2003 Shelf life 5 249.9 
USDA GWAS Davis Spring 2019 Shelf life 5 250.5-250.6 
          
SxS RILs Davis 2018 Shelf life 6 145.4 
USDA GWAS Davis Spring 2019 Days to damaged 6 151.1 

 
Taken together, these results provide a number of genetics targets determining shelf 
life, for marker development and further elucidation of underpinning genes. They differ 
to the whole head gene for shelf life previously identified by the SIMKO group and 
confirm that baby leaf shelf life has some unique genetic characteristics that warrant 
further investigation. 
 
Objective 3 

Three lines were identified to have heritable mutations in the targeted XTH genes. Line 601 
had a 243 nucleotide deletion within gene LsXTH_69800 between the first and second exon 
(Figure 4A, C), which could be observed by gel electrophoresis in the first generation (T1) of 
selfing after genetic transformation (Figure 4B). Line 602 had a 142 nucleotide deletion 
within the first exon of gene LsXTH_67581 (Figure 5A, C). This deletion was heterozygous 
in the first generation after transformation (T1; Figure 5Bi), but homozygous mutants were 
identified following further selfing (T2; Figure 5Bii). Line 817 had a biallelic single 
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nucleotide insertion in the first exon of gene LsXTH_67360 (Figure 6A) and a monoallelic 
single nucleotide insertion in gene LsXTH_67401 (Figure 6B) which was observed in the 
first generation after sequencing. 
 
 

  
Figure 4 Genetic mutation observed in line 601 for gene LsXTH_69800. 
 

  
Figure 5 Genetic mutation observed in line 602 for gene LsXTH_67581. 
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Figure 6 Genetic mutations observed in line 817 for genes LsXTH_67360 and 
LsXTH_67401. 
 
 
Line 601 demonstrated an overall slight reduction in shelf-life of 0.5 days in comparison to 
the untransformed wild type; however, lines 602 and 817 demonstrated a 9.8% and 12.7% 
increase in shelf life, respectively (Figure 7). As XTH genes can have both xyloglucan chain 
elongation and shortening properties, this may explain the different effects of gene knockout. 
Importantly we have shown that we are able to improve shelf life using this approach, 
targeting a cell wall enzyme. A reduction in cell wall strength (maximum load) and leaf area 
and no observed differences in cell area were observed for line 601 (Figure 7). The increase 
in shelf-life of lines 602 and 817 were accompanied by a decrease in cell area and leaf 
overall leaf area. Whilst cell wall strength increased in line 602, it was measured to decrease 
in line 817. Ongoing work is focusing on generating additional independent stable gene 
knockouts for the XTH genes investigated, as further confirmation for the effects of gene 
knockout. We are also working to increase seed stocks in order to conduct field trials.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 7 Phenotyping XTH mutant line in a greenhouse trial. Asterisks above bars indicate 
statistically significant differences from the wild type (WT) line, measured using one-way 
analysis of variance. NC; negative control line.  
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Conclusions 
 
In our second year of California Leafy Greens funding, we have made significant progress 
towards our short and long-term objectives. We have developed a unified genetic marker map 
that has been utilized in meta-analyses of our previous post-harvest trait data collected on the 
core RIL mapping population, identifying numerous QTL for future investigation. In 
collaboration with Ivan Simko, USDA, we proceeded to identify QTL for post-harvest quality 
of baby leaf lettuce in a diverse panel of cultivars and breeding lines, using an association 
genetics approach. We have completed two field trials in Davis and Salinas, California, and 
trait data has been utilized in genome wide association studies (GWAS). Significant marker-
trait associations have been identified, along with six key genomic regions, in which QTL for 
shelf life map in multiple trials and environments for whole baby leaf lettuce. These regions 
provide new promising targets for candidate gene mining and functional investigations. To 
that end, we have generated three stable lines with mutations in XTH genes. Phenotypic 
investigation of these lines suggests shelf life can be increased by up to 1.5 days by the 
simultaneous knockout of two XTH genes.  
 
Progress made in objectives 1-3 will directly feed into our 4th and ultimate objective; the 
identification of robust molecular markers which can be utilized as pre-breeding resources for 
the post-harvest improvement of baby leaf lettuce.   
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